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Trust. Know. Believe.
~ Tracy L. Clark

CLICK HERE
For Tracy’s FREE 18 minute audio clearing
“Cleaning out the weeds in your life”
As Tracy Always Says, “With commitment, dedication
and connection, comes transformation!”

TRACY’S SIGNATURE TOPICS INCLUDE:
ONE SIMPLE TOOL TO START TO REPROGRAM YOUR LIFE
CLICK HERE

HOW TO ASK FOR WHAT YOU WANT!
CLICK HERE

SECRETS OF WHY THE LAW OF ATTRACTION IS NOT WORKING FOR YOU
CLICK HERE

FOUR SECRETS TO RAISE YOUR ENERGETIC VIBRATION
CLICK HERE

WHY YOU ARE NOT MANIFESTING YOUR DREAMS
CLICK HERE

Testimonials
Here’s what else Tracy’s clients and colleagues are saying about Tracy’s work, teaching style and classes. The results of
working with Tracy are truly remarkable and tangible, often resulting in immediate, and permanent, life changing results!

EVOLUTIONARY PROGRAM:
EVOLUTIONARY
Barb G PROGRAM:
It’s hard to imagine that all of these changes in me have happened in only the first two months of the Evolutionary Realm 90
day program. Before I started this program. I knew I had some sort of old baggage around men that had been a real problem
in work and relationships. That has dissipated so much that I have now decided to work with men in addition to women in
my coaching business.
Tracy clears our energies in our twice weekly calls and she is teaching us the skill of Body Regeneration. Up until recently
I lacked faith in my ability to remove emotional and physical problems, but am thrilled to see obvious results, particularly
with this issue around men. I have also released a lot of other emotional situations with other people that I didn’t even
realize were affecting me. Now I’m even helping friends and family release burdensome physical and emotional challenges. I also trust, know and believe so much more that my dreams will become reality.
The most obvious change in me is one that I didn’t notice until I got many compliments. Everyone is telling me that I look
younger. I watched a few videos of myself from two years ago and I can see a huge difference. My energy is so much
softer and lighter. I didn’t even recognize that there was this harsh edge to me till it left. People tell me all the time how
I’ve changed, how I look so young, seem so much more peaceful and happier.
Thank you so much Tracy!

MIRACULOUS PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM:
EVOLUTIONARY
Maggi I PROGRAM:
“Up until last December, and for the last 5 years, I had monthly appointments with Tracy but have noticed a huge
difference since I joined the TLC community in April because I’m more connected and doing my work every day. Don’t
know what took me so long but I’m glad I finally did it. Love it!!!”

MIRACULOUS PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM:
Shannon H

“ I start and end every day with the TLC community. My morning routine always includes your daily video Tracy and
I LOVE them. And I end my days with old videos or global calls usually as they make me sleep better! I was actually
out walking at 5:30 am Yesterday when I was listening. My 2 things that keep me in flow and relaxed are nature and
exercise (walking, jogging, gym, spin, anything where there’s movement.) And even better with friends! After over 5
years of working with Tracy, this miraculous group has helped me more then I would have ever thought in the last two
months! In business, financial flow, relationship and the closeness and connectedness I feel to my partner, my family,
and friends with an overwhelming gratefulness to flow of life and gods plans. There is just a feeling of contentment
more days than not and it’s amazing! Lots of days are challenging as well but I always come out of them even better and
end up smiling and just laughing once I understand why!”

Kasia Tracz

“The Miraculous Partnership Program goes even beyond the sessions, events and calls. There is a level of accountability
to each other in this group and support provided that I have not had in my life for a while now. I have been able to move
so much more beautiful energy into every day even on the days that feel like a cloud is hanging over. As soon as I ask
for help, the partners jump in ready to assist. Tracy, you have given us the key to building a community of like-minded,
non-judgemental souls who uplift and shift each other’s energy through this Partnership Program.”

Danielle Krieg

“First and foremost, you fall in love with Tracy’s loving energy!!! Her authenticity, generosity, and living and breathing
God’s energy. Tracy is able to hold every Partner in the Miraculous program in a special energy. Focusing on our individual needs while realizing we are all ONE. With the Miraculous Partnership Program my life is changing in many ways.
What I notice the most is the changes that may seem small but are proving to be invaluable on a day to day basis. I am
seeing the world clearer, and I do mean literally, the world is brighter. I have a new found bounce in my step.”

LIVE IN PERSON EVENING EVENTS:
Kristen Engel

“I am unstuck now so thank you! I get so easily distracted and forget that nobody is asking so it just isn’t relevant in this
moment! So I went from feeling kind of separate and no where to focused and connected and nowhere and in this moment ... where everything is easier.
People always comment on the fact that we drive so far to see you and sometimes we are unable to stay at the end.
What we know is that we don’t miss a thing! We feel you working on us at night. I can feel the tingling in my heart and
tummy. We always leave your talks seeing our lives through a slightly different lense...just enough to open the door to
our own unique experience.
So much love to God and to you for the many, many blessings in my life!

GLOBAL ONLINE EVENTS:
David Stone • Glastonbury, UK

Wow - I was on the call last night but fell asleep after about half an hour but managed to stay on the edge listening as I fell
asleep - I had a neck ache before the call and woke up mostly clear of it and feeling a real lift - I’m listening now :) again.

Karrie H

“I’m listening to your call from last night in the cab ride and while waiting at the airport lol they called my name and a
couple of others and just bumped us to business class!”

Rayella

Please would you let Tracy know that i really appreciated the Tuesday’s Global Online Call where she read my message
and closed the door for me. I feel much better and I’m so grateful that theres an earth Angel that can so swiftly and
competently ‘clean up’ darkness.

BODY REGENERATION:
Matt Davies, Wales UK

“I cannot express enough in words what Tracy and her programs have done for me personally, but if I could sum it up
it would be that she has given me my life back and given me the wings to fly and in turn I now have the strength to start
helping other people to find their wings and fly as well.
Tracy teaches you to firstly focus on you and releasing all the things that your body has held on to for so many years, and
on top of that to truly start loving yourself, and putting yourself first, and feeling the love of God/Universe flow through
you. Simply because, it is not possible to help others if you do not feel that love and have that love for yourself.
I personally experienced an extremely traumatic life changing experience as a 17 year old boy, an act of terrorism which
left me with eventually being diagnosed with PTSD. For nearly 30 years I could not deal with the power my emotions had
over me due to that event. It all came to a head 6 years ago when I lost my dad to Acute Myeloid Leukaemia, within a
year a tried to take my own life with the antidepressants I was on. My second marriage had broken up, I ended up living
with my mum and could barely leave the house. Now 6 years later I am in a new relationship with my soul mate Beth. I
am free of the anti depressants which I had been on For 20 years and I am working in Education, which was something
that l was wanting to do for 20 years previously, but came up with excuses why I couldn’t! Tracy helped change all of that!
I am now working One to One with a Selective Mute Boy, who talks at home but not at school. I started working with
him since April. In the past couple of months in Body Regen Tracy, worked on releasing the blockages and issues in him
causing the Selective Mutism, and gave myself (and all the group) the tools to keep releasing these issues. Within two
weeks myself and his class teacher and another child in the class have started a word game, in one 5 minute session he
spoke more words to me than he has in the previous 8 months. My heart literally melted and I could barely hold back
the tears of joy.

Madhura

Just wanted to say thank you so much for the Body Regen financial course it has been such an amazing and
transformative experience and am so excited to see how things continue to unfold as time goes on. Today I got close to
$3000 earlier than I expected and attended a meeting that could potentially skyrocket my business to the next level as
long as I take the action required and do the work.

WEEKEND WORKSHOPS:
Ria S

Prior to attending Tracy’s weekend event I was at an all time low. Things happened that I didn’t think I had the
strength to get through. Life was so unfair and I just couldn’t do it anymore. I was ready to give up. A voice in my
head kept telling me to sign up for the weekend workshop but I would ignore. It came to a point where I didn’t
want to be “here” anymore and again Tracy’s weekend workshop just kept coming up so I reluctantly signed
up for it. Up till the morning of the event I didn’t want to go but something inside pushed me to get there.
I am so happy that I went because it was exactly what I needed. I left there transformed. From sharing space with an
amazing group of people to the shifts we received from Tracy, it was beyond powerful. I am so much at peace now and
filled with gratitude. I am able to see the miracle blessings in the simplest of things every day. There’s been so many
triggers recently but for the first time in my life I’m unaffected by most of it. And if I do get triggered, I don’t stay in it very
long. It’s actually really strange how calm and at peace I am. Tracy is truly amazing and is such a huge blessing in my life.
My foundation, my connection to God and my faith are so much stronger. Now it’s a matter of timing until all my wishes
come true and I have no doubt that they will soon! Trust, know, believe!

Bianca C

The October weekend event was just AMAZING! I always love these weekends because they help me to shift a lot of
what I need to shift. The energy of the last workshop was different, way more powerful! Tracy had a big shift herself the
week before and she just passed that to all of us who attended the event.
Often, after one of these weekend events I normally can’t drive. This time, I drove back 6 hours, with the smile on my
face. It’s like the new energy took place in lightness. It is really what I have been feeling since the workshop: Lightness, joy
and trust in what is coming next. Now, I get up earlier in the morning, with gratitude as my first though, I’m smiling and
humming often (even when I’m doing the dishes!), I’m joking more, I feel the lightness in me.
During the weekend, Tracy spoke about what my fiancé and I are preparing to do. Having the opportunity to say it in a
front of the group, with such strength, allowed the energy inside of me to take an other step. I felt so much energy and
shivers running through my body at that moment, something was cleaned and reinforced. Now it is much stronger in
me, and I KNOW deeply all is coming way quicker than I had ever thought possible. I know all will take place at the right
moment, and fast. It’s happening! There are a lot of things to do to get there and after the weekend, I have way more
energy. I can accomplish 1 1/2 days worth of work in just one day, I am more efficient, and I can work longer because I
have that new light energy that allows me to keep going. I love it. And I love that new level of lightness and joy.
I try to attend every event that I can, despite the 8 hour drive, because I gain so much and my life improves in incredible
ways. Thank you Tracy for everything, for what you are doing for all of us, for being who you are. You are a blessing
in my life.

